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airmen, is much the quickest road to our reaching that parity in
the air which has always been considered the minimum of our safety,
and thereafter reaching that superiority in the air which is the
indispensable precursor of victory. Surveying the whole scene,
alike in its splendour and its devastation, I see no reason to regret
that Herr Hitler tried to break the British spirit by the blind
bombing of our cities and our countryside.
More serious than the air raids has been the recent recrudescence
of U-boat sinkings in the Atlantic approaches to our islands. The
fact that we cannot use the South and West Coasts of Ireland to
refuel our flotillas and aircraft and thus protect the trade by which
Ireland as well as Great Britain lives, is a most heavy and grievous
burden and one which should never have been placed on our
shoulders, broad though they be. Moreover, we have been during
the last month at the lowest point of our flotilla strength. The
threat of invasion has always to be met. The great forces which we
are maintaining in the Mediterranean, in addition to the escorts
necessary for the protection of our innumerable convoys, have
imposed on the Royal Navy a gigantic task.
However, this period of stringency is perhaps passing. The
50 American destroyers are rapidly coming into service just when
they are most needed, and the main flow of new construction started
at the outbreak of war is now coming on. In spite of serious losses,
we have still very nearly as much shipping tonnage as we had at
the outbreak of the war, and a great deal of neutral tonnage which
used to trade freely with us is now under our control. Moreover,
our U-boat hunting is still having its successes. Two more German
U-boats have been sunk in the last two or three days on the Western
approaches, one of them the U-boat which sank the Empress of
Britain. We have a number of their crews who have been saved
as prisoners of war. On the other hand, when I speak of our
shipping tonnage not being appreciably diminished from the
beginning of the war, it must be remembered that our shipping
is not so fruitful in war as in peace time because ships have to go
a long way round ; they have often to zig-zag and there are delays
in the marshalling of convoys and sometimes delays through con-
gestion at the ports. Therefore, it would not be wise to suppose
that a greater stringency has not been brought about, although the
actual volume of shipping remains practically und muni shed.
I need scarcely say that intense efforts are being made by the
Admiralty—my right hon. Friend the First Lord gives the whole
of his life and strength and high abilities to the task, and I am con-
fident that he is aided by the ablest officers in the Service—and also

